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Chiral molecules exists in two forms that are mirror images to each other but
are not superimposable. This two forms are called enantiomers. Their differ-
ence has no influence on reactions with achiral molecules. However, if two chiral
molecules react, the result depends on their particular enantiomeric form. Reac-
tions between chiral molecules are very important in biological systems. Therefore
determination of enantiomeric purity is important in drug design. Many ways of
determining enantiomeric purity exist, however, many of them are based on reac-
tion of the analyte with chiral agent. Recently, new method of determination of





1.1 Nuclear magnetic resonance
1.1.1 Basics
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy ([1], [2]) is method detecting
nuclei with nonzero magnetic dipole moment. Magnetic dipole moment ~µ is
directly proportional to nuclear spin ~I:
~µ = γ~~I, (1.1)
where γ is magnetogyric ratio. Therefore, detectable are nuclei with nonzero
spin1. Signal of particular type of nucleus is proportional to size of its γ, I and
abundance of its particular nuclide in the sample.
During measurement, the sample is placed into large constant external mag-
netic field ~B0 parallel with z-axis. Therefore, in the case of spin 1/2 ground
state energy level of nuclei splits into two levels corresponding to the magnetic
quantum number Iz. Energy of magnetic dipole in magnetic field ~B0 is
Emag dip = −~µ. ~B0, (1.2)
thus splitting of energy levels has value:
∆E = γB0~ = ω0~ , (1.3)
where ω0 is Larmor frequency. Constant magnetic field induces nonzero nuclear
magnetization because after splitting according to equation 1.2, the lower level
including nuclei with 〈Iz〉 > 0 is more populated then the higher level including
nuclei with 〈Iz〉 < 0 due to Boltzmann factor exp(−∆E/kBT ). In addition par-
ticular nuclear magnetic moments rotate around z-axis. Signal from the sample is
detected by receiver coil in the xy plane. However, in this case no signal current
in receiver coil is induced because particular dipoles are incoherent and create no
macroscopic magnetization.
In order to receive signal from sample, it is irradiated with electromagnetic
field of reference phase φref and reference frequency ωref close to ω0 so that weak
magnetic radiofrequency field parallel with x-axis ~BRF (t) = ~BRF, 0 cos(ωref t+φref )
1Nonzero spin have all nuclei except these with both even atomic number and even nucleon
number.
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is applied2,3. After applying radiofrequency field, particular dipoles start rotating
coherently, create macroscopic magnetisation and in the receiver coil signal is
induced.
Now, instead of laboratory frame xyz let us consider rotating frame x’y’z’ that
rotates around z-axis with reference frequency ωref . Irradiation of sample is in the
form of radiofrequency pulses of duration τ (It means that radiofrequency field
has the form4 ~BRF (t) = ~BRF, 0 cos(ωref t+φref )χ(t)〈0, τ〉.). If we are interested only
in macroscopic magnetization, before applying the pulse it is constant and parallel
to z’-axis, Figure 1.1a. During applying the radiofrequency pulse magnetization
will rotate about so called nutation axis placed in the x’y’ plane with angular





So after application of pulse with duration τ magnetization deflects from z’-axis by
angle ωnut τ , Figure 1.1b. Orientation of nutation axis in the x’y’ plane depends on
pulse reference phase φref . Pulses are denoted in this manner: (ωnutτ)nutation axis.
After deflection from z’-axis, magnetization begins to rotate around z’-axis
with frequency ω0 − ωref , Figure 1.1c. It means that macroscopic magnetization
rotates in the laboratory frame with the Larmor frequency and induces signal in
the receiver coil.
After ending of pulse, magnetization ~M gradually returns to its equilibrium
position in direction of z-axis. This phenomenon reads relaxation. It is phe-
nomenologically described with two relaxation times: T1 - longitudinal relaxation
of z-component Mz and T2 - transverse relaxation of x, y-component Mx and My.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.1: Ilustration: evolution of magnetization before (a), during (b) and
after (c) application of (π/2)−x radiofrequency pulse.
Chemical shift
Electrons significantly influence NMR spectrum. In the presence of magnetic field
B0 they induce shielding field of opposite direction
5 that is proportional to B0:
~Bshield = −σ ~B0, (1.5)
2In presence of widely used magnetic field B0 strengths Larmor frequency is in the radiofre-
quency region (order 100 MHz).
3Strength of magnetic field of used spectrometers is often denoted in MHz, it means Larmor
frequency of hydrogen nucleus in the particular constant magnetic field B0.
4χ(x)〈a, b〉 is characteristic function of interval 〈a, b〉, equals zero outside and unity inside
this interval.
5In case of diamagnetic elements.
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σ is shielding constant. Shielding field sums with the field B0 and they create
local field Bloc that influences Larmor frequency of the particular nucleus:
ω0 = γBloc = γ(1− σ)B0. (1.6)
This phenomenon is called chemical shift. It depends on orientation of particular
molecule with respect to the external magnetic field ~B0 but in the case of liquid
sample chemical shifts becomes scalar quantity (due to motional averaging)
For experimental purposes, spectra are not depicted as functions of Larmor
frequency because it depends on spectrometer magnetic field B0. Instead, res-
onance frequencies (chemical shifts) are expressed in relative units. In order to
allow easy calibrating of spectra, chemical shift δ defined as
δ ≡ ω0 − ωstandard
ωstandard
.106, (1.7)
where ωstandard is Larmor frequency of chemically stable substance (standard)
which does not have influence on investigated spectrum. Widely used standard is
tetramethylsilan (TMS). Unit of chemical shift is ppm (parts per milion) because
of the factor 106.
J-coupling
Nuclear spins of the same molecule can interact. Direct interaction of their mag-
netic dipoles is averaged out in liquid samples. However, nuclear magnetic dipoles
interact also through the ambient electrons - typically through one up to four
chemical bonds. This interaction is called J-coupling and its strength is de-
scribed by the constant J . J-coupling is expressed in NMR spectrum by splitting
both peaks of interacting nuclei into two or more peaks. For the number of split
peaks m it holds: m = 2nI + 1 where n is number of equivalent nuclei with spin
I they are J-coupled with the split resonance. For example consider molecule of
ethyl bromide CH3−CH2−Br and its proton NMR spectrum, Figure 1.2. In this
molecule only H nuclei with spin I = 1/2 are present. Note that methyl group
rotates and chemical shifts of all three protons are averaged. Spectrum of methyl
group consists of three peaks because in presence of external magnetic field the
J-coupled methylene protons can be in three different spin states: (1/2,1/2),
(-1/2,-1/2) and (1/2,-1/2) which is the twice more probable state. Therefore,
in the spectrum appear three methyl peaks (m = 2 × 2 × 1/2 + 1 = 3) and
one of then is two times more intensive. Similar situation is in case of methylen
peaks. They neighbour with n = 3 equivalent methyl protons thus they split into
m = 2× 3× 1/2 + 1 = 4 peaks.
5
Figure 1.2: Ilustration of J-coupling effects on NMR spectrum.
1.1.2 Peak shapes
Quantum mechanics is needed for accurate description effects of radiofrequency
pulses on spin systems. However, classical model of magnetzation vector in ex-
ternal magnetic field is also useful when we introduce phenomenological effects
of longitudinal and transverse relaxation times T1 and T2. Equations describing
behavior of magnetization vector are called Bloch equations:
dMx
dt














where ~M0 is equilibrium magnetization and ~B = ~B0 + ~BRF . Signal in the re-
ceiver depends on time derivation of Mx(t). After aquisition Fourier transform is
performed. Chemical shifts of particular nuclei and corresponding peak shapes
do not depend only on chemical shifts of particular protons but also depend on
another influences. In this work we need three different forms for peak shapes as
discussed below.
Lorentzian peak shape
Lorentzian peak shape is the simplest. It originates from signal of one standalone
nucleus which is not influenced by other nuclei and its ambient does not change
and can be derived from the Bloch equations 1.8.
S(δ) =
Iγ2
(δ − δ0)2 + γ2
. (1.9)
Parameter I denotes peak height, 2γ its FWHM6 and δ0 denotes position of
peak maximum. Area of this peak equals πγI. FWHM of Lorentzian peak
shape depends on relaxation time T2, exactly on T
∗
2 where also broadening due
to inhomogeneities of magnetic field B0, it holds FWHM = 1/T
∗
2.
6Full Width at Half Maximum
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Chemical exchange
Dynamic processes in the sample cause that the closest environment of nuclei
changes in time. Thus chemical shifts also change in time and it influences peak
shapes. This phenomenon is called chemical exchange. Let us consider chemical





where kA and kB are corresponding rate constants. Effect of chemical exchange
on magnetisation could be described by Bloch-McConnell equations:
dMAx
dt
= γ( ~MA × ~B)x −
MAx
TA2
− kBMAx + kAMBx
dMAy
dt
= γ( ~MA × ~B)y −
MAy
TA2
− kBMAy + kAMBy
dMAz
dt
= γ( ~MA × ~B)z −
MAz −MA0
TA1
− kBMAz + kAMBz
dMBx
dt
= γ( ~MB × ~B)x −
MBx
TB2
− kAMBx + kBMAx
dMBy
dt
= γ( ~MB × ~B)y −
MBy
TB2
− kAMBy + kBMAy
dMBz
dt
= γ( ~MB × ~B)z −
MBz −MB0
TB1
− kAMBz + kBMAz , (1.10)
where ~MA,B(0) denote equilibrium magnetization of the particular states A, B.
Peak shapes under chemical exchange depend on rate constants kA, kB and
difference in chemical shifts of particular states ∆δ ≡ δA − δB (or correspondent
Larmor frequency difference ωA = ωB). Consider symmetrical chemical exchange
kA = kB ≡ k. Dependence of peak shapes on k is depicted in Figure 1.3. We
distinguish three regimes:
1. Slow exchange
occurs when k  |ωA − ωB|/2. Two Lorentzian shape-like resonances with
shifts δA and δB are observed (red arrow in the Figure 1.3.).
2. Intermediate exchange
occurs when k ≈ |ωA−ωB|/2. In this case both peaks begin to broaden and
coalesce to one broad peak when k reaches exactly the value |ωA − ωB|/2
(green arrow in the Figure 1.3.).
3. Fast exchange
If k  |ωA − ωB|/2 only one sharp peak is observed. Its chemical shift is
average of actual shifts δA and δB (blue arrow in the Figure 1.3.).
Let us denote RA and RB FWHMs of both peaks if the case without exchange







A = 4k +RA +RB
B = 2ω − ωA − ωB
C = RARB + k(RA +RB)− (ω − ωA)(ω − ωB)
D = (ω − ωA)(k +RB) + (ω − ωB)(k +RA) .
Units [rad/s] were used for chemical shifts ω. Relation to chemical shift δ in
[ppm] units is given by this form:
ω [rad/s] = δ [ppm] × 2π × spectrometer frequency [MHz] . (1.12)
Figure 1.3: Peaks under chemical exchange for different values of k. Red, green
and blue arrows denote slow, intermediate and fast exchange, respectively.
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AB system
More complicated is system of two strongly interacting nuclei, it is denoted as AB
system7. Interaction strength is dependent of size of J-coupling constant, strong
interaction occurs under the condition |ωA − ωB| . |πJ |. In this case not only
splitting of corresponding peaks occurs but in addition intensity of outer peaks
is lower then intensity of the inner peaks, see figure 1.48. However, it is pure
Figure 1.4: Observed peaks of homonuclear AB system.
quantum effect that cannot be derived from Bloch equations. All four peaks have


























(D + J), (1.13)
where D =
√
(δA − δB)2 + J2, δA and δB are actual chemical shifts of both nuclei.







Peak splitting could be described with parameter ∆δ ≡ δA − δB. These relation-
ships hold for this parameter:
∆δ =
√
D2 − J2 =
√
(δ1 − δ4)(δ2 − δ3). (1.15)
1.1.3 2D NMR experiments
Correlated spectroscopy (COSY) and Nuclear Overhauser effect spectroscopy
(NOESY) are experiments in whose pulse sequence appears additional constant
7A and B are close in the alphabet thus it indicates strongly interacting nuclei. On the
contrary, AX system denotes system of two weak interacting nuclei.
8It is sometimes called ’roof effect’.
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parameter t1, aquisition time is denoted t2. More spectra with different param-
eter t1 are obtained and then Fourier transform (FT) in both ’dimensions’ t1
and t2 is performed (After FT both dimension are denoted F1 and F2). These
spectra are depicted in this manner: x-axis - dimension F2 (usually better reso-
lution), y-axis - dimension F1 and the peaks are viewed as points (horizontal cut
through set of spectra). 2D spectra of COSY and NOESY contain diagonal peaks
(δ(F1) = δ(F2)) and crosspeaks (δ(F1) 6= δ(F2)). Diagonal peaks contain no
additional information compared to 1D spectrum. However, crosspeaks provide
useful information. In the case of COSY (Figure 1.5) crosspeaks (denoted yellow)
indicate J-coupling between corresponding resonances (J-coupling is nonnegligi-
ble up to four chemical bonds). In the case of NOESY crosspeaks prove spatial
vicinity of corresponding nuclei (because of so called Overhauser effect).
Figure 1.5: Schematic picture of COSY spectra of two J-coupled nuclei. Diagonal
peaks are depicted blue, crosspeaks are denoted with yellow color.
1.2 Thermodynamics of complexation
1.2.1 Energy and population of conformers
Let us assume that host (H) and guest (G) molecules form host-guest complex
(HG) with stoichiometry 1:1:
H + G −−⇀↽− HG .
Interaction energy of one host-guest complex molecule is defined as ∆E = E(HG)−
E(H) − E(G), energies are ground states of quantum mechanics (QM) energy
computations. However, statistical behavior of the whole ensemble of molecules
must be taken into account. If we know energetic spectrum of particular molecule
usage of canonical thermodynamics ensemble is appropriate. It uses these vari-
ables: temperature T , volume V and number of particles N .
10











where kB is Boltzmann constant and Ei are energies of possible N-particle states.
Now we have to find relation between N-particle and one-particle states (which
are computed by QM). Assuming non-interacting particles (ideal gas) it holds:
Z(T, V,N) = Z(T, V, 1)N . (1.17)
According to [3] one-particle statistical sum Z(T, V, 1) consists of four contribu-
tions:
1. contribution from translational molecular movement








where p is pressure,
2. contribution from electronic motion, it is assumed that higher excited states
are inaccessible






where S̃ is spin multiplicity and ε0 is electronic energy of molecular ground
state,
3. contribution from rotational motion










where Ix,y,z are moments of inertia in the principal axes and σr is number
of possible rotations that move the molecule around itself,
4. and vibrational contribution















where ωi are angular frequencies of vibrational modes.
Then one-particle statistical sum equals:
Z(T, V, 1) = Zt Ze Zr Zv . (1.18)
After constructing statistical sum Z(T, V,N) entropy to one particle can be cal-
culated as:

















Consequently Gibbs energy to one particle could be computed:
G = U + pV − TS = ε0 + Et + Ee + Er + Ev + kBT − TS (1.21)
where we used assumption of ideal gas and used its state equation pV = kBT and
assumption that only ground state ε0 is accessible, thus internal energy reads:
U = ε0 + Et + Ee + Er + Ev.
Investigating of host-guest complex with QM computations can reveal more
than one conformation. We are interested in their populations. Usage of canonical







However, this approach does not include entropic effects thus population of pos-







1.2.2 Equilibrium constant of association
Equilibrium association constant KHG is an important quantity that describes





where [H] and [G] denote free host concentration (in mol/l) and [HG] is complex
concentration.
We assume binding ratio 1:1. Denoting total concentrations
[H]tot ≡ [H] + [HG] (1.25)
[G]tot ≡ [G] + [HG] (1.26)
and taking them together with equation 1.24 we obtain 1:1 binding isotherm
in that form9:
[HG] =
KHG([H]tot + [G]tot) + 1−
√
[KHG([H]tot − [G]tot)− 1]2 + 4KHG[H]tot
2KHG
(1.27)
or in equivalent form:
[HG] =
KHG([H]tot + [G]tot) + 1−
√




9We have to solve one quadratic equation, we choose the right sign from the condition
[H] > 0.
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1.3 Density functional theory
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations [4] are not computationally ex-
pensive as post-Hartree-Fock methods although they also calculate with electron
correlation.





dτ2dτ3...dτN |ψ(~r, σ1, ~r2σ2, ..., ~rN , σN)|2 (1.29)
where N is number of electrons and ψ is N -electron wavefunction. Integral of
ρ(~r) over the whole space gives the number of electrons N . Basic fact that allows
using DFT is theorem proved by Kohn and Hohenberg which says that ground
state is fully described not only with wavefunction but also with electron density.
Kohn and Hohenberg proved also relation that says ground state density ρg gives
the minimum for functional of energy:
E[ρ] ≥ E[ρg] ≡ Eg . (1.30)
Energy functional can be written in the form:
E = T0 +
∫
v(~r)ρ(~r)d3~r + J [ρ] + Exc[ρ] . (1.31)
The first term, kinetic energy of electrons cannot be easily expressed as function
of ρ. It can be approximated by kinetic energy of N non-interacting particles






















The last term describes exchange and correlation energy.




+ v + vcoul + vxc
)
φi = εiφi , (1.35)
where vcoul is coulombic potential describing coulombic interaction between nuclei
and vxc is exchange potential describing exchange and correlation energy of nuclei.
Particular QM DFT methods consist in suggesting different forms of exchange




Term porphyrins comprises tetrapyrrole macrocycles and their derivatives. Basic
tetrapyrrole structure is denoted as porphyrin or porphine. Porphine is perfectly
planar because of sp2 hybridization of all its carbons. According to IUPAC [5]
numbering of porphine carbons seems like in the picture 1.6a. However, it is
common denoting carbon and their appended hydrogens as meso (sites 5, 10,
15, 20) and β (sites 2, 3, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18). Another tetrapyrrole macrocycle
is called porphyrinogen (Figure 1.6b). It differs from porphine in its broken
conjugate system.
(a) porphine (b) porphyrinogen
Figure 1.6: Numbering tetrapyrrole carbon sites according to IUPAC. Pictures
were taken from [5].
Important properties of porphyrin tetrapyrrole ring are:
1. ability to complex with anions.
2. absorbing in optical wavelenghts because of conjugation in macrocycle.
These two important properties can be tuned by appending another groups
to porphyrin ring. In [6] we find study of properties of eight different por-
phyrins and porphyrinogens. One of them was meso-tetrakis(3,5-di-tert-butyl-
4-hydroxyphenyl)porphyrin, shortly oxoporphyrin. Another studied molecules
were porphyrinogen derivatives. One apparent difference between porphyrin and
porphyrinogen was in UV-vis spectra. All porphyrinogens had one intense peak
at around 505-518 nm whereas oxoporphyrin had intense band at 427 nm, see
Figure 1.7. This illustrates essential change in conjugate system because of dif-
ferent tetrapyrrole substitution. Oxoporphyrin could reversibly interconvert to
oxoporphyrinogen (OxP). Protonation of quinonoid oxygen simply transfers to
two unsaturated pyrrolic nitrogen what is analogically accompanied with com-
plete change in its conjugate system (Figure 1.8).
Optical spectrum and thus color of OxP is influenced by solvent polarity. This
property is denoted solvatochromism. In [7] was studied sensibility of optical spec-
trum of OxP and its di-N-benzylated form to solvent polarity and complexation
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Figure 1.7: Optical absorption spectra of porphyrinogens (i)-(v) and oxopor-
phyrin (vii) in 1,2-dichlorbenzene. Adopted from [6].
Figure 1.8: Reversible interconversion between oxoporphyrin (left) and oxopor-
phyrinogen (right). Adopted from [6].
with several anions. They revealed that both macrocycles create complexes with
anions and can serve as colorimetric sensors of their presence.
Another paper [8] presents OxP and its derivatives as good sensor of trace
15
amount of water. This porphyrinogens create complexes with water and thus
change their optical spectra. After making calibration curves, trace water up to
around 50 ppm (related to number of solvent molecules) is detectable via optical
spectrum (Figure 1.9).
Figure 1.9: Optical spectrum of OxP with trace water in THF. Free porphyrino-
gen reveals band at 507 nm, water-complexed at 600 nm. Adopted from [8].
Recently a study about dynamic processes of OxP was published [9]. It de-
scribes qualitatively and quantitatively tautomerization (interconversion between
two two-fold protonated forms of OxP) and inversion of tetrapyrrole macrocycle
(ring-flip), see picture 1.10. In this study were used 1H NMR spectroscopy and
density functional theory calculations. Protonation and consequently also tau-
tomerization of OxP was caused by presence of mandelic acid. The protonation
even induced chirality10 of OxP because both tautomers are mirror images to each
other. Chiral mandelic acid then served as solvating agent (see below) and helped
to distinguish the two OxP enantiomers. It was found that water influences both
processes and can increase their rate constant a few times.
Figure 1.10: Dynamic processes in OxP. Tert-butyl groups are not depicted.
Adopted from [9].
10As chiral are denoted molecules whose mirror images are not identical with the original
molecule. Both mirror images are denoted as enantiomers and denoted as (R) and (S) forms
(or (+) and (−) forms).
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1.4.2 Porphyrins as sensors of chirality
Chirality is important property of certain molecules. This term is related with
stereoisomers - molecules with the same functional groups but with their different
space ordering. Two stereoisomers can be either enantiomers - if they are mirror
images to each other or diastereomers in other case. The measure of enantiomeric





where [R]tot and [S]tot are total concentrations of (R)- and (S)-form of a chiral
molecule, respectively. NMR could be used for determination of ee. Howewer,
NMR does not distinct between enantiomers. Thus additional agent must be
added into analyte. So far only chiral agents were used. There are three different
approaches [10]:
1. chiral derivatizing agent - before measurement the analyte reacts with enan-
tiopure agent while creating diastereomers with distinct NMR signals,
2. chiral solvating agents - during measurement the analyte creates diastere-
omeric complexes with enantiopure agent in regime of fast chemical ex-
change,
3. chiral lanthanide shift reagents - the same as above but chiral solvating
agents contains lanthanoid atom (e.g. Eu, Pr) which increases chemical
shift difference between both distinct diastereomeric forms of complex11.
The phenomenon of determination ee by NMR using achiral reagent was first
published in [11]. There host-guest complex of OxP and mandelic acid was in-
vestigated. Adding this chiral guest into pure host solution caused splitting of
peaks due to ortho-cyclohexadien protons and pyrrolic β-protons. This splitting
denoted ∆δ is linear function of absolute value of guest ee because of fast chem-
ical exchange of (R)- and (S)-form of guest in the host-guest complex (detailed
discussion below). This measurement was accomplished at room temperature.
UV-vis titration revealed binding ratio 1:2. It seems, OxP has two binding sites,
both on NH groups in the middle of tetrapyrrole macrocycle. Adding mandel-
ic acid also increased H+ cation concentration and caused protonation of host
carbonyl groups.
Next study [12] investigated chirality sensing with two other porphyrin deriva-
tives tetraphenylporphine (TPP) and meso-tetrabutylporphine (TtBuP). As chi-
ral guest were used 2-phenoxy propionic acid and ibuprofen. They revealed the
same splitting of β-protons of TPP and TtBuP and even of ortho-phenyl pro-
tons of TPP linearly dependent on ee. However, in this case splitting was best
observable at -32.5 ◦C.
All investigated porphyrin molecules have at least C2v symmetry, it means
symmetry with at least one mirror plane (Thus their mirror images are identical
with the original molecules.). This symmetry causes that chemical shift of cor-
responding protons are the same. However, if achiral porphyrin creates complex
11Lanthanides are paramagnetic elements generating strong local magnetic field.
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with chiral molecule the whole complex becomes chiral. It causes different chem-
ical shifts and consequently splitting of corresponding porphyrin signals. This
effect we call chirality transfer.
Next contribution to the topic of achiral ee sensing is paper [13]. Here
the investigated porphyrin derivative was N21,N23-bis(4-bromobenzyl)-5,10,15,20-
tetrakis(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4- oxocyclohexadien-2,5-ylidene)porphyrinogen (short-
ly di-brombenzyled-oxoporphyrinogen, DiBrBzOxP), see Figure 1.11. They inves-
tigated complexation of DiBrBzOxP host with ten different chiral guest molecules.
Through 1H NMR titration in CDCl3 complexation with guest molecules and
chirality transfer from guest molecules to achiral host were confirmed. Observed
complex stoichiometry was in all cases 1:1 because big brombenzyl groups hin-
dered the second potential binding site at the another side of host. There are four
protons on host sensitive to chirality transfer: β-protons at alkylated (n) and
non-alkylated (n) pyrrole groups and both nonequivalent ortho-cyclohexadien
protons (l and l). It was again confirmed that splitting of this peaks due to
chirality transfer linearly depends on guest ee.
Figure 1.11: DiBrBzOxP
The latest contribution is work [14]. It contains overview of binding properties
of three achiral porphyrin molecules TPP, OxP and DiBrBzOxP that are achiral
sensors of chirality and comprises content of previous papers.
In conclusion of overview of works devoted to this topic we mention diplo-
ma thesis [15] in which complex of DiBrBzOxP with ibuprofen was investigated
through 1H NMR spectroscopy and theoretical density functional theory methods.
Now we elucidate mechanism of linear dependence of chirality transfer split-
ting ∆δ on ee. Let us denote A, B protons that become nonequivalent after
chirality transfer in host-guest complex. Chemical shifts12 of proton A and B
in complex with (R)- or (S)-form of chiral guest are denoted R,SδA and
R,SδB,
respectively. Chemical shifts in free porphyrin are the same for both nuclei:
freeδA =
freeδB. Now we denote fH, complex and fH, free fractions of complexed and
12Note that chemical shifts R,SδA and
R,SδB are actual chemical shifts of protons in host-guest
complex while ∆δ is value observed in NMR spectrum.
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free host molecules. For observed chemical shifts of particular nuclei assuming
fast exchange between (R)- and (S)-form of guest it holds:
δAobs = fH, complex(
RδA pHGR +
SδA pHGS) + fH, free
freeδA (1.37)
and analogically
δB obs = fH, complex(
RδB pHGR +
SδB pHGS) + fH, free
freeδB , (1.38)
where pHGR and pHGS are probabilities that chosen host-guest complex is formed
by host and (R)-form of guest molecule or by its (S)-form, respectively13. After
subtracting 1.38 from 1.37 we obtain
∆δ ≡ δAobs − δB obs = fH, complex(RδA pHGR +SδA pHGS −RδB pHGR −SδB pHGS) .
(1.39)









[GR]tot and [GS]tot are total concentrations of particular enantiomers of guest.








RδA −RδB) = −fH, complex(SδA −SδB) ≡ ∆δmax (1.44)
and the resulting equation is:
∆δ = ∆δmax ee , (1.45)
where ∆δmax is maximal splitting in presence of pure enantiomer (ee = 1 or
ee = −1 ). However, in the NMR spectrum we can only resolve the absolute
value of ∆δ. Therefore only adding certain amount of pure enantiomer into
sample enables determining of ee sign.
13It holds pHGR + pHGS = 1.
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1.5 Goals of this work
As described above sensing of ee via complexation of chiral analyte with DiBr-
BzOxP (see above in the Figure 1.11) was proved for several molecules. Goal of
this work is to confirm possibility of chirality sensing for another chiral molecule
camphorsulfonic acid (Figure 1.12) via NMR. We have to find out whether this
Figure 1.12: (R)-camphorsulfonic acid.
two chemicals form complex. Important is to determine stoichiometry of the
complex and find association constant KHG. Next step is to detect which nuclei
are sensitive to ee and then to prove linear dependence of their chemical shift on
ee.
Camphorsulfonic acid is a strong acid so we have to determine whether DiBr-
BzOxP becomes protonated and how it influences formation of the complex.
Quantum mechanical computations should reveal possible conformations of






2.1.1 Samples and experimental equipment
Porphyrin DiBrBzOxP (host, H) and (R)-,(S)-camphorsulfonic acid (guest, GR,
GS) in crystallic form were obtained from National Institute for Materials Sci-
ence, Tsukuba, Japan. In all experiments deuterated chloroform (Sigma Aldrich)
stabilized by silver foil with internal standard tetramethylsilan (TMS) was used.
All chemical shifts are referenced to TMS. NMR experiments were performed on
Bruker Avance 500 spectrometer operating at 500.1 MHz. Typical measurement
conditions were as follows: relaxation delay 2 s, spectral width 10 kHz, aquisition
time 3.28 s, 16 - 48 scans. 1D spectra were aquisited after application of π/2
pulse (pulse width 8.5 µs). Bruker cosy45 pulse sequence with resolution 2048
data points in the F2 dimension and 512 data points in the F1 dimension was
used.
The temperature was maintained constant within ± 0.2 ◦C using BVT 3000
temperature unit. Low temperatures were achieved by nitrogen cooling.
2.1.2 Spectra of pure substances
Host
1D spectrum of DiBrBzOxP (0.6 mmol/l) as obtained at room temperature (25
◦C) can be seen in the Figure 2.11. Peaks were assigned according to 1H COSY
and NOESY experiments ([13]). From Figure 2.1 it is apparent that porphyrin
sample contains certain amount of water. According to [13] and [8] host DiBr-
BzOxP forms complex with water and this significantly influences chemical shift
of NH peak.
Guest
Spectrum of camphorsulfonic acid (17.9 mmol/l) can be seen in Figure 2.2. Well
distinguished peaks were assigned according to the internet database http://sdbs.db.aist.go.jp
1Only one of all protons with equivalent chemical shift is denoted, chemical shifts of methyl
protons are averaged due to fast rotation of the whole methyl group.
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Figure 2.1: 1H NMR spectrum of pure DiBrBzOxP in CDCl3 at room tempera-
ture.
and 1H COSY and NOESY experiments. The OH peak is broadened because of
fast chemical exchange with water.
Figure 2.2: 1H NMR spectrum of pure (R)-camphorsulfonic acid in CDCl3 at
room temperature.
2.1.3 Titration experiments
The NMR titration consists of acquisition of many spectra with different ratio of
host/guest concentrations. It allows determination of association constant and
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reveals details about complexation. We made two different titration experiments
- with pure (R)-form of guest and then with its racemic mixture, both titrations
were performed at room temperature. In the samples there was constant amount
of host and guest was added up to over 50 eq. Much higher concentration of
guest was limited by its solubility. Host concentration in the samples was about2
0.6 mmol/l. Molar ratios (equivalents, eq3) of guest and host were determined
from NMR spectra by comparing areas of non-overlapping peaks of guest methyl
groups (1.02 and 0.96 ppm in pure guest spectrum, Figure 2.2) and host tert-butyl
groups (1.35 and 1.23 ppm in pure host spectrum, Figure 2.1).
Important changes in spectra due to complexation
At first we focus on NH peaks (Figure 2.3). Both titrations with (R)- and racemic
Figure 2.3: Partial 1H NMR spectra (NH peaks) as obtained during titration of
DiBrBzOxP with (R)-camphorsulfonic acid performed in CDCl3 at room tem-
perature.
form of guest revealed the same behavior. Up to 1 eq we can distinguish three
NH peaks: free host at 9.16 ppm slightly moving downfield4 with increasing guest
concentration and two peaks at 11.73 and 13.05 ppm which belong to NH groups
in host-guest complex. Both NH peaks of complexed host have the same area and
their intensity corresponds to signal from one proton. So we conclude that they
originate from the same complexed molecule5. In the spectrum measured for 1
2Actually, the concentration of host decreased moderately to 0.4 mmol/l during titration
because of dilution by stock solution of guest.
3As equivalent (eq) we denote relative number of water or guest molecules compared with
number of host molecules.
4Term downfield refers to high ppm values and vice versa.
5Exactly from a few different conformations which corresponding chemical shifts are aver-
aged.
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equivalent of guest, NH peak of free porphyrin vanishes. It suggests complexation
in the ratio 1:1. It will be proven more precisely in the text below. Above 1 eq
both NH peaks of complexed porphyrin coalesce due to faster exchange of bound
guest at higher concentrations.
Now we analyse peak of β-protons that are bound to alkylated pyrrole in
macrocycle (Figure 2.4, n at 0 eq). In case of free porphyrin it appears at 6.57
ppm. But in the complex both pairs of this β-protons become nonequivalent
(chirality transfer) and emerge typical doublet of doublets at around 6.90 ppm
(Figure 2.4, n at 2.82 eq). This AB system is of particular importance because
it is sensitive to guest ee (details in the next chapter). Assignment of peaks
was supported by 1H COSY spectrum (Figure 2.6): AB system (n) that appears
at 6.90 ppm for 5.09 equivalents of guest reveals J-coupling only between itself
but not with other peaks in the spectrum so we suggest it is β-proton that was
originally at 6.57 ppm in spectrum of pure host (Figure 2.4, n at 0 eq). This
suggestion is supported by QM computations of chemical shifts (Table 2.5). In
the case of titration with racemic mixture of guest this doublet of doublets shrinks
to one singlet because of chemical exchange between GR and GS (Figure 2.5, n
at 2.82 eq). Assignment of other peaks as seen in the Figures 2.4 and 2.5 is based
on COSY spectrum (Figure 2.6) and by comparing with assigned spectrum of
pure host.
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Figure 2.4: Partial 1H NMR spectra as obtained during titration of DiBrBzOxP
with (R)-camphorsulfonic acid performed in CDCl3 at room temperature.
Figure 2.5: Partial 1H NMR spectra as obtained during titration of DiBrBzOxP
with racemic camphorsulfonic acid performed in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 2.6: 1H COSY spectrum of DiBrBzOxP in the presence of 5.09 eq of (R)-
camphorsulfonic acid in CDCl3 at room temperature. Colored symbols denoting
particular resonances correspond to that in the Figure 2.1
.
Determination of complex stoichiometry and association
constant
Our first goal is determination of association constant of complex KHG (equation
1.24). We can obtain its value from changes of NMR spectra during titration by
a few ways.





on guest concentration with appropriate equation for binding isotherm. This
values could be obtained from areas of NH peaks which correspond to free and
complexed porphyrin. Using the definition 2.1 and equation 1.27 we obtain the
appropriate binding isotherm in the form:
fH, complex =
KHG([H]tot + [G]tot) + 1−
√




The shape of NH peak of free host and the two NH peaks of complexed host were
fitted using simple Lorentzian line shape (equation 1.9) and symmetrical two-state
chemical exchange shape (equation 1.11), respectively. In fact this phenomenon
should be described exactly by asymmetrical three-state chemical exchange mod-
el. However, for low guest concentrations (below 1 eq) chemical exchange is slow
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and all three peaks practically have a shape of broadened Lorentzian curve that
could be well fitted with the mentioned model. At higher guest concentrations
(above 1 eq) amount of free host is negligible so two state model is appropriate.
Then obtained peak areas were recalculated to fraction (equation 2.1) and fitted
by binding isotherm 1.27. Fitting of chemical exchange requires three constant
parameters: chemical shifts of pure states without exchange (δA0, δB0; A and B
denote states in chemical exchange) and width of both peaks without exchange
(RA, RB, assuming RA = RB). These parameters were obtained by fitting spec-
trum with the smallest amount of guest by assuming rate constant k = 0. The
middle of both NH peaks of complexed porphyrin moves with increasing guest
concentration so we set difference of their chemical shifts fixed but absolute value
of these shifts as fitted parameter. Another fitted parameters were rate constant
k and linear scaling parameter M . All fitting procedures in this work were carried
out by solver tool in the programme Excel 2003.
In Figure 2.7 experimental points and fitted binding isotherm (magenta solid
line) as obtained from titration of GR into a solution of H are shown. We can
see a sharp ’knee’ at concentration 1 eq and above 1 eq all values of fH, complex
equal 1 as peak of free porphyrin vanished (see Figure 2.3). It clearly indicates
1:1 stoichiometry binding model. After fitting the value KHG = 8 × 10 13 l/mol
was obtained.
Unfortunately this value is not real since values fH, complex around 1 eq have
great influence on KHG and a small experimental error cause wide variations
in KHG. In the Figure 2.7 our guess of error around 1 eq is shown. Around
1 eq the peak due to free porphyrin is too wide and is practically lost in noise
(see the Figure 2.3). Thus here the experimental error is relatively large. Even
binding isotherm with KHG which differs by several orders (green dashed line in
the Figure 2.7, this value will be determined in the next part of this section) from
the fitted value is in frame of this experimental error. Titration of racemic G
into a solution of H gave qualitatively the same dependence of fH, complex on guest
concentration and fitting with theoretical binding isotherm gave also unrealistic
value KHG = 5× 10 20 l/mol.
Now let us look at another change in spectra during titration which consists in
change of chemical shift of guest methyl groups. The chemical shift is increasing
with guest concentration (see Figure 2.8). Another way to determine association
constant is processing the observed difference of chemical shift of these guest
methyl signals denoted as δ1 obs and δ2 obs (δ1 obs > δ2 obs ). Their difference ∆δobs ≡
δ1 obs − δ2 obs as function of guest concentration is depicted in the Figure 2.9.
Note that for low guest concentration chemical exchange of two NH peaks due
to complexed host was slow (see Figure 2.3, 11.5 - 13 ppm). But in the case of
guest methyl resonances the exchange is always fast because instead of four peaks
that would correspond to free and complexed guest we see only two averaged peaks
in the spectrum for arbitrary guest concentration. This ostensible discrepancy
has the following explanation: guest molecules in host-guest complexes are under
fast exchange but host NH peaks are sensitive not only to this fast guest exchange
but also to protonation of host carbonyl group which undergoes slow exchange.
Detailed discussion on effects of protonation would be introduced in the last
section of this chapter.
So now we assume fast exchange instead of slow exchange as assumed for NH
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Figure 2.7: Experimental values of complexed host fraction fH, complex obtained
from titration of DiBrBzOxP with (R)-camphorsulfonic acid. Data fitted with 1:1
binding isotherm (according to equation 2.2, solid magenta line). Guess errorbars
are shown around 1 eq. Binding isotherm with another value of KHG as will be
obtained in the next section is depicted (green dashed line).
Figure 2.8: Observed guest methyl peak shifts during titration of DiBrBzOxP
with racemic camphorsulfonic acid, fitted with 1:1 binding isotherm (according
to equation 2.6).












as fractions of free and complexed guest molecules. Of course, it holds:
fG, free = 1− fG, complex . (2.5)
Then using the above definitions and equation 1.27 we obtain:
fG, complex =
KHG([H]tot + [G]tot) + 1−
√




Now we label the actual shift differences of free and complexed guest ∆δfree,
∆δcomplex, respectively. Considering fast exchange the appropriate binding isotherm
reads:
∆δobs = ∆δfree fG, free + ∆δcomplex fG, complex. (2.7)
As parameter ∆δfree we take value 0.21 ppm which was obtained from pure
guest spectrum (In the limit of high guest concentration the amount of complexed
guest would be negligible and we would see only shifts of free guest.). Fitted
parameters were ∆δcomplex and KHG.
Figure 2.9: Observed difference in methyl peaks’ shifts during titration of
DiBrBzOxP with racemic camphorsulfonic acid. Experimental values were fitted
with corresponding 1:1 binding isotherm 2.6.
Equilibrium association constant values obtained from this fitting are 5.5×10 4
l/mol from titration of GR into H and 4.7× 10 4 l/mol from titration of racemic
G into H. These values are much more realistic.
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Determination of association constant from UV-Vis titra-
tion
Absorption UV-vis spectrum is sensitive to protonation of porphyrin. However,
this protonation strongly coincidences with formation of host-guest complex be-
cause host protonation creates energetically favourable binding site for negatively
charged guest molecules. Therefore, equilibrium constant of host protonation is
very similar to equilibrium association constant of host-guest complex and UV-vis
titration can be used for determination of the association constant.
We received data from UV-vis titration of DiBrBzOxP with (S)-camphorsulfonic
acid measured in NIMS, Japan. Data were measured on spectrophotometer JAS-
CO J-810. Analogically to NMR titration, amount of porphyrin was constant6
and guest was added from stock solution up to concentration 5 eq. According to
the Figure 2.10 three absorption peaks were observed: at 500 nm with shoulder
at 560 nm and at 753 nm. As signed in the graph with red arrows, with grow-
ing number of guest equivalents intensity of the absorption peak at 500 nm is
decreasing while intensity of its shoulder at 560 nm is increasing and intensity of
the smaller peak at 753 nm is increasing. The straightforward conclusion is that
the most intensive peak at 500 nm belongs to free porphyrin while the other two
peaks belong to porphyrin complex with guest. To determine association con-
stant KHG absorbance at absorption maximum 753 nm was fitted (Figure 2.11).
The fitting binding isotherm 1:1 was derived on the assumption that absorbance
A is direct proportional to complexed host concentration [HG]:
AH, complex = εl[HG], (2.8)
where ε is extinction coefficient and l is sample thickness. Taking this expression
together with the equation 1.27 we obtain corresponding binding isotherm:
AH, complex = εl
K([H]tot + [G]tot) + 1−
√




As mentioned in footnote host solution gets more diluted with adding guest
so after saturation over 1 eq absorbance of 753 nm peak decreases moderately
instead of being constant. However, during the fitting procedure dilution was
accounted and fit revealed value KHG = 1.07 × 10 5 l/mol. This value differs by
factor of two from those obtained by NMR titration values.
6In fact, porphyrin concentration was reduced by diluting with adding guest from stock
solution. This has effect of spectra - see below in text.
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Figure 2.10: UV-Vis titration of DiBrBzOxP with (S)-camphorsulfonic acid in
concentration range 0-5 eq performed in CDCl3 at the room temperature.
Figure 2.11: Fitting absorbance change at 753 nm with 1:1 binding isotherm.
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Formation of host-guest complex with higher stoichiometry
As can be seen in the Figures 2.4 and 2.5, all peaks are effected by chemical
exchange, therefore, their chemical shift and their width is changed with increas-
ing guest concentration. Chemical exchange influences also shifts of the both
host tert-butyl peaks. We plotted dependence of their chemical shift δ1 obs and
δ2 obs on guest concentration, see Figure 2.12. Both titrations of host with (R)-
Figure 2.12: Observed chemical shift of both tert-butyl resonances of DiBrBzOxP
as function of racemic camphorsulfonic acid concentration. Experimental points
are connected by dashed lines (not fitted).
form of guest and with its racemic mixture reveal the same behavior. The ’knee’
at around 1 eq reflects already described formation of 1:1 host guest complex.
However, if only this effect was present, shift of the peaks above 1 eq would be
constant. Therefore another effect must be present. As would be seen below in
the chapter devoted to quantum chemical computations, calculated electrostat-
ic potential surfaces indicates four potential binding sites for positively charged
parts of molecules at the four carbonyl groups (Figure 2.19a). This effect cannot
be protonation of more than one host carbonyl groups because such effect would
be seen in the UV-vis spectra. Thus we suggest forming of host-guest complex
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with higher stoichiometry than 1:1. Probably guest molecules are bound through
SO3H group to host carbonyles through hydrogen bond.
2.1.4 Sensitivity to guest chirality, determination of enan-
tiomeric excess
As mentioned in previous chapter induced chemical shift non-equivalency (split-
ting) of β-proton peaks (at 6.9 ppm) linearly depends on enantiomeric excess (ee).
This phenomenon could be used for determination of ee if ∆δmax (dependent on
number of eq) is known (equation 1.45). However, this splitting can be fitted and
consequently quantitatively processed only at higher guest concentrations because
at lower concentrations intermediate chemical exchange beween non-complexed
and complexed states broadens the peaks, see Figure 2.4. To investigate guest
chirality effects on host spectrum another measurements of NMR spectra at 28
eq7 of guest with various ee of guest were performed. Our measurements are de-
picted in the Figure 2.13. Exact value of ee in samples was achieved by weighting
and mixing exact amount of pure forms of camphorsulfonic acid enantiomers in
crystallic form.
Figure 2.13: Peaks of β-protons in host-guest complex depending on guest enan-
tiomeric excess. Spectra were recorded with guest concentration around 28 eq.
As we wrote in the first chapter the observed splitting due to chirality ∆δ
could be described by fast exchange with this form:
∆δ = ∆δmax ee .
7Spectrum measured by titration H with GR at 26.90 eq (Figure 2.4) shows too broad peaks
unlike this measurements. But it is probably only effect of bad shimming because temperature
was the same.
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Fitting with corresponding peak shapes of AB system (equations 1.13, 1.14
and 1.15) confirmed this linear dependence as can be seen in the Figure 2.14 and
revealed the value ∆δmax = 0.034 ppm.
Figure 2.14: Fitting of linear dependence of observed difference in β-proton chem-
ical shifts on guest enantiomeric excess. Spectra were measured at 28 eq of guest.
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2.1.5 Variable temperature measurement
Host-guest complexation is not the only process taking place in our samples. With
respect to 1H spectrum of pure camphorsulfonic acid (Figure 2.2) we know that
deprotonation of its OH group is a frequent event. We already know from papers
mentioned in the first chapter ([6], [9]) that four carbonyl groups of porphyrin
molecule can be subject to protonation. Their protonation can induce change
in chemical shift of tert-butyl or ortho-cyclohexadienylidene protons because of
their mutual vicinity.
We will investigate host protonation at low temperature when all chemical
processes go slower and NMR peaks represent particular states instead of their
averages.
We performed measurements of 1H NMR spectra at low temperatures for four
samples with variable guest concentration and enantiomeric excess:
1. H in presence of 0.6 eq GR,
2. H in presence of 0.5 eq of racemic G,
3. H in presence of 13.7 eq GR,
4. H in presence of 16.7 eq of racemic G.
Equivalents were determined by fitting both host tert-butyl and both guest
methyl peaks at room temperature measurement. However, under 1 eq peaks
were slightly deformed and resulting numbers are not too accurate. In addition,
solubility of guest changes with temperature and it influences the number of dis-
solved guest molecules. Thus number of eq can change with temperature. We
performed two series of measurements for guest concentrations lower then 1 eq
to observe peaks due to both protonated and non-protonated host and two series
of measurements for concentrations higher then 1 eq to see effects only with pro-
tonated porphyrin. The measurements were taken in temperature region from
−55 ◦C to 60 ◦C. Lower temperatures were not possible because of sample freez-
ing.
Variable temperature effects on guest methyl peaks
Let us focus on the upfield spectral region with signals from host tert-butyl and
guest methyl groups depicted in the Figures 2.15a, 2.15b, 2.16a and 2.16b. Guest
methyl signals for both series of measurements (with (R)- and racemic form)
below 1 eq change their chemical shift only slightly. Binding isotherm reveals
that practically all guest molecules are in the complexed state (The association
constant KHG is relatively high.). Signal at 0.95 ppm (n) splits into two inequal
peaks at low temperature, it means that guest molecules are located in two differ-
ent conformations of complex, we denote them HG1 and HG2. Areas of these two
peaks (magenta and blue arrow in the Figures 2.15a and 2.16a) reveal relative
population8 of this complex (HG1):(HG2) 0.35:0.65.
8All peaks in spectra obtained by low temperature measurement were fitted with the
Lorentzian curves .
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(a) 0.59 eq of guest
(b) 13.70 eq of guest
Figure 2.15: Variable temperature measurement of DiBrBzOxP with two different
amount of (R)-camphorsulfonic acid.
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(a) 0.54 eq of guest
(b) 16.67 eq of guest
Figure 2.16: Variable temperature measurement of DiBrBzOxP with two different
amount of racemic camphorsulfonic acid.
On the other hand both series of measurements (with (R)- and racemic form)
for guest concentrations above 1 eq show considerable changes of guest methyl
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group shifts. Guest molecules are under exchange between free and complexed
state so this change in spectrum is given by temperature dependence of equi-
librium constant KHG and consequently by temperature dependence of free and
complexed state populations.
Variable temperature effects on host tert-butyl peaks
Host tert-butyl signals show more information about complex. At first we con-
sider spectra measured with guest concentration below 1 eq (Figures 2.15a and
2.16a). There is no difference between spectra of pure guest (R)-form and spec-
trum of racemic guest. Therefore, enantiomeric excess has negligible influence.
We can see that with decreasing temperature tert-butyl peak at 1.2 ppm splits
into two inequal peaks (green and black arrows in the Figures 2.15a and 2.16a)
and the other tert-butyl peak at 1.4 ppm splits even to more peaks (maybe four
peaks at 1.4 ppm and one at 1.55 ppm but they are very broad). We conclude
that process responsible for this peak splitting is protonation of carbonyl groups.
Their areas reveal populations 0.30:0.70. The ratio is almost the same like for
the guest. However, resonances for host are a bit altered because of presence of
non-protonated species.
Splitting of tert-butyl groups indicates that there are at least two conforma-
tions of protonated state on host-guest complex. (See QM computations in the
next chapter.).
Now let us look at the other two series of spectra measured for high guest
concentration (Figures 2.15b and 2.16b). At low temperatures tert-butyl signal
at 1.3 ppm in spectra with GR shows splitting which is invisible at room tem-
perature. But this splitting is missing in spectra with racemic guest. So it is
unambiguously the same effect of chirality transfer we have seen on β-protons in
the Figure 2.13.
The last effect observable from tert-butyl signals is significant broadening of
the both tert-butyl peaks which is observable at high temperatures and at high
guest concentration (See spectra at 45 and 55 ◦C in the Figures 2.15b and 2.16b.).
It is caused by chemical exchange and it implies rotation of the whole protonat-
ed group bound to meso-carbon (Figure 2.17, denoted with blue color). Upon
Figure 2.17: Rotation of hydroxyphenyl group.
protonation the whole oxo-cyclohexadienylidene group becomes hydroxyphenyl
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group bound to the meso-carbon with the single bond (denoted red in the Figure
2.17).
However, at guest concentrations below 1 eq this process does not significantly
influence the spectrum because exchange of protonation at carbonyl groups is
slow. Therefore only 1/4 of the whole signal of tert-butyl groups broadens. At
higher guest concentrations the protonation exchanges fast thus in average all
carbonyl groups are protonated and so all four hydroxyphenyl groups rotate at
the NMR time scale.
Variable temperature effects on NH resonances
Now we focus on downfield area of spectra with NH resonances. Measurements
with higher concentrations of guest reveal no interesting behavior. In both
racemic and enantiopure mixture there is only one NH signal from complexed
porphyrin at 12.3 ppm because of the regime of fast exchange (e.g. Figure 2.3,
high concentrations). Its chemical shift remains constant over the whole range of
temperatures.
However, dynamics of complex has influence on spectra measured for low guest
concentrations (under 1 eq, Figure 2.18). Both racemic and enantiopure mixture
Figure 2.18: Variable temperature measurement of DiBrBzOxP in presence of
0.59 eq of (R)-camphorsulfonic acid.
of host and guest show the same behavior so ee has no influence on NH reso-
nances. Spectra of H in presence of GR as detected at various temperatures are
depicted in the Figure 2.18. These spectra contain three NH resonances: mov-
ing resonance of free porphyrin and two resonances of complexed porphyrin at
11.7 and 13.0 ppm that do not change their position with temperature. At high
temperatures signals of complex broaden because they are near coalescence. At
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low temperatures peak at 13.0 ppm splits into two inequal peaks (red and blue
arrows in the Figure 2.18). Both of these resonances originate from two different
conformations of the complex, we denote them HG1 and HG2. From areas of
the NH peaks we obtained the populations (HG1):(HG2):(free H) 0.27:0.43:0.30.
Relative population of complexed species are almost the same as we have identi-
fied from guest methyl and host tert-butyl peaks. See comparison in the Table
2.1 (population from host tert-butyl peaks is less reliable).
Table 2.1: Comparison of experimental values of population of particular confor-
mations of host-guest complex. Values denoted with ∗ are less reliable.
guest methyl host tert-butyl host NH
peak peak peak
[%] [%] [%]
HG1 65 70∗ 74
HG2 35 30∗ 26
Detailed discussion about geometry of possible conformations will be intro-
duced in the next chapter.
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2.2 Quantum chemistry computations
NMR is a powerful instrument suitable for investigating details about host-guest
complexation. But NMR cannot determine the exact geometry of complex. For
this purpose quantum chemistry computations are very useful. By this way we
can compute conformations with the lowest energy, their population and even
NMR shifts that can be compared to experimental values.
2.2.1 Methods
The investigated system of host-guest complex consists of 233 atoms and 996 elec-
trons. This is quiet large system where we cannot use the most sophisticated and
demanding methods because of limited computational capacity. But still Density
functional theory (DFT) methods combined with relatively smaller basis 3-21G*
provide solid instrument for exploring this complex. All computations were per-
formed with the programme Gaussian [16]. For better modelling of disperse forces
between complexed molecules we used D3 version of Grimme’s dispersion with
Becke - Johnson damping (Gaussian keyword GD3BJ) [18]. All computations in-
cluded influence of solvent through Gaussian default polarized continuum model
(PCM). The investigated molecule is placed to the continuum environment with
electric permitivity of given solvent which simulates averaged interactions with
solvent molecules [20], [21]. We also used density fitting approximation [19] for
accelerating computing of Coulomb interaction. Automatically generated density
fitting set was used (Gaussian keyword auto).
2.2.2 Possible conformations
At first we performed geometry optimizations at BLYP/3-21G* level. Usage of
empirical dispersion proved to be very important for convergence of self-consistent
field energy computations of complex. Plot of the electrostatic potential surfaces
of deprotonated and protonated form of host molecule is in the Figures 2.19a and
2.19b. Blue color implies low energy for a negative charge. From electrostatic po-
(a) DiBrBzOxP (b) protonated DiBrBzOxP
Figure 2.19: Electrostatic potential surface of two species of DiBrBzOxP (with-
out guest) at electron density 0.001 e/a3B computed at BLYP/3-21G* level
(1Ht = 627.51 kcal/mol). Molecules are viewed from their site with NH groups.
Protonation in the Figure (b) occurs at the right bottom corner of molecule.
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tential surface can be seen that protonation of host significantly increases affinity
for negatively charged molecules. We explored possible conformations for all four
combinations of free or protonated host and free or deprotonated guest and com-
pared their energies. However, the lowest energies were observed in complexes
of protonated host and deprotonated guest. Unfortunately vibrational analysis
revealed imaginary frequencies. This system is quiet large and the used method
did not allow simply reach the minimum. Unbalanced entropic contribution of
imaginary frequencies did not allow reliably determine the ∆G of association.
Thus populations of found conformations (equation 1.23) were computed using
∆E (difference of electronic ground state energies) instead of ∆G. Finally we
sorted out only two nonnegligibly populated conformations (denoted HGI and
HGII, depicted in the Figures 2.20a and 2.20b) which have corresponding place-
ment of guest but they differ in place of host protonation. Finding of two stable
conformations and their population are in agreement with low temperature ex-
periments9 (Table 2.2). The most favourable position for guest negative charged
SO3 group is in the middle of tetrapyrrole macrocycle. Because of oxygen elec-
tronegativity partial negative charge arises at guest carbonyl group and it tends
to move between two oxo-cyclohexadienylidene groups one of which is protonated.
(a) HGI (b) HGII
Figure 2.20: Two most populated complex conformations, geometry and energy
obtained at BLYP/3-21G* level. Guest molecule is yellow, protonation of host
molecule is denoted by magenta color.
9However, we have no experimental evidence of right assignment of experimental populations
to the particular computed conformations.
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Table 2.2: Relative protonated conformations at −60 ◦C computed at the
BLYP/3-21G* level compared to 1H NMR experimental values Values denoted
with ∗ are less reliable.
computed experimental: experimental: experimental:
population guest methyl host NH host tert-butyl
energy peak peak peak
[kcal/mol] [%] [%] [%] [%]
HGI -87.2 79 65 74 70∗
HGII -86.7 21 35 26 30∗
Computing of NMR shifts
Geometries of conformations cannot be confirmed directly, however, quantum
chemistry allows computation of chemical shifts that are directly comparable with
NMR measurements. Used method for computing chemical shifts reads gauge-
independent atomic orbital method (GIAO, [22], [23]). For this type of computa-
tions better functionals and bigger basis are neccessary - density of core electrons
should be precisely modeled. After making a benchmark of a few functionals and
a few sizes of basis we have chose the method PBE1PBE/6-31G(2df,2pd) (with-
out the density fitting approximation) using GD3BJ empirical dispersion. We
realized adding more polarization functions has positive effect on accuracy. How-
ever, geometry optimization at this level would take enormous amount of time so
we made only single point computations at the already computed BLYP/3-21G*
geometry. This practice is widely used approximation (see e.g. [17]). Attempts
using better BLYP/6-31G(d,p) geometry give results of similar accuracy.
As we have seen in the experimental part 1H NMR spectra are influenced by
chemical exchange with guest and even with water10. Therefore we should be
careful on choosing the proper experimental value to be compared with computa-
tions. At first we computed chemical shifts of pure host and guest. Considering
guest molecule, there are only four well distinguished peaks originating from:
both methyl groups at 1.00 and 1.03 ppm, two methylene protons at 3.13 and
3.45 ppm11 and one broad peak from OH group (Figure 2.2). However, shift of
the OH group is influenced by chemical exchange with water and can not be used
for comparison with computations. Calculated shifts of three protons of corre-
sponding methyl group were averaged because all three rotation states have equal
energy.
Table 2.3: Computation of chemical shifts of chosen protons of camphorsulfonic
acid by GIAO/PBE1PBE/6-31G(2df,2dp)/PCM method. Chemical shifts are in
[ppm] unit.
methyl 1 methyl 2 methylene 1 methylene 2
experiment 1.00 1.02 3.13 3.45
computation 0.92 1.34 3.44 3.45
10However, only shift of NH peak is significantly influenced by presence of water [13].
11In the spectrum we see four peaks that correspond to AB system. This peaks were fitted
with the equations 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15 and two actual shifts were obtained.
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Considering host molecule, experimental shifts of all peaks were usable for
comparison with computations except the exchanging NH peak and the meta-
brombenzyl proton peak which overlaps with solvent (Figure 2.1). In [13] titration
of DiBrBzOxP with water was performed and NH shift 7.86 ppm was obtained
after extrapolation to zero water concentration. Computed shifts are in the Table
2.4.
Table 2.4: Computation of chemical shifts of chosen protons of DiBrBzOxP by
GIAO/PBE1PBE/6-31G(2df,2dp)/PCM method. Chemical shifts are in [ppm]
unit.
β n o-cyclohexadien l tert-butyl 1 methylene NH
experiment 6.90 6.98 1.23 4.41 7.86
computation 7.65 6.97 1.27 4.42 8.52
β n o-cyclohexadien l tert-butyl 2 o-brombenzyl s
experiment 6.57 7.58 1.35 6.65
computation 6.91 8.12 1.43 7.27
In case of host-guest complex we chose experimental values of chemical shift of
host β-protons (bound to alkylated pyrrole, n in the Figure 2.4) and guest methyl
groups for comparison with computations. In calculations chiral guest molecule
induces different chemical shifts (δA, δB, δC and δD) at all four investigated β-
protons (see Figure 2.21). However, if only host and enantiopure guest are present
in the sample, due to averaging by chemical exchange only two peaks are in the
spectrum (n in the Figure 2.4). Because of C2v symmetry of host
12 and no
symmetry of guest the observed chemical shifts are δobs 1 = (δA + δD)/2 (denoted
by red color in the Figure 2.21) and δobs 2 = (δB + δC)/2 (denoted by blue color in
the Figure 2.21). According to this principle we compared the computed chemical
Figure 2.21: Averaging of β-protons chemical shifts due to chemical exchange of
guest molecules.
shifts of particular conformations with experiment (first two rows in Table 2.5).
12Protonation does not disturb host symmetry when the protonation is in fast exchange
regime (for high guest concentrations).
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However, additional averaging over conformations is needed (third row in the
Table 2.5).
Another peaks usable for comparison with computations are two guest methyl
groups. Their chemical shift is influenced mainly by forming 1:1 host-guest com-
Table 2.5: Computation of chemical shifts of chosen protons of host-guest complex
by GIAO/PBE1PBE/6-31G(2df,2dp)/PCM method. In the last row are shifts
weighted with population (HGI):(HGII) 0.79:0.21. Chemical shifts are in [ppm]
unit.
guest methyl 1 guest methyl 2 host β 1 (n) host β 2 (n)
experiment 0.73 1.00 6.91 6.94
HGI 0.37 1.08 6.73 6.90
HGII 0.21 1.05 6.71 6.92
weighted 0.34 1.07 6.72 6.90
plexes. Fitting of dependence of their observed chemical shifts on guest concentra-
tion (Figure 2.8) revealed their actual chemical shifts in host-guest complex 1.00
and 0.73 ppm. Comparison of computed and experimental host-guest complex
chemical shifts is in the Table 2.5. Calculated values correspond well with the
experimental values. The main source of error is that we compute chemical shifts
in one static conformation (at −273.15 ◦C) while we measure averaged values
of dynamic processes (at −60 ◦C). Another source of error is usage of geometry
computed with relative small basis.
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2.3 Relation between host protonation and for-
mation of host-guest complex
As we noted in section devoted to titration experiments there is an ostensible
discrepancy when we have seen fast exchange at guest methyl peaks (no visible
splitting) and slow exchange at host NH peaks (significant splitting). However,
QM computations elucidated this problem, see Figure 2.22. Guest is bound to
host at the two symmetrically placed (because of C2v symmetry of host molecule)
most energetically favourable sites. However, computed values imply that guest
(a) probable
(∆E = −87.2 kcal/mol, population 79%)
(b) improbable
(∆E = −83.5 kcal/mol, population 0.01%)
(c) probable
(∆E = −86.7 kcal/mol, population 21%)
(d) improbable
(∆E = −82.7 kcal/mol, population
0.002%)
Figure 2.22: Illustration of relation between protonation of host and formation of
complex. Interaction energies computed at the BLYP/3-21G* level for complex
of H and GR, populations were computed from this energies using Boltzmann
distribution at room temperature.
molecule almost always binds to the host binding site which is in vicinity of host’s
protonation (Figure 2.22).
The measurements reveal that exchange of the protonation within the host
(in the Figure 2.22 between (a) and (c)) is slow at low temperature and low guest
concentration, see Figure 2.15a −60 ◦C. Therefore, if host is protonated, guest can
bind to it only by unique way (As shown in the Figure 2.22 only states (a) and (c)
are populated because states (b) and (d) are energetically unfavourable.). Despite
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of fast exchange of guests in host-guest complex the NH resonances remain split
(Figure 2.18, resonances at 11.5 - 13 ppm.).
When excess of the guest concentration is used then protonation within one
host can exchange fast thus all host’s carbonyl sites are protonated in average in
the NMR time scale. It causes that host becomes symmetrical, both binding sites
for guest become equally energetically favourable (Figure 2.23) and thus both NH
resonances of complexed host become undistinguishable (see titration spectra in
the Figure 2.3, spectra at guest concentration higher than 2 eq).
Figure 2.23: Illustration: both host binding sites for guest become equally en-





NMR methods were used to investigate complex of porphyrin derivative with
small chiral organic molecule. Besides spectroscopic methods the complex was
also studied from a computational perspective to better understand the physi-
cal aspects of complex formation, host-guest interactions and transfer of guest
chirality.
NMR titration experiments confirmed formation of host-guest complex of Di-
BrBzOxP and camphorsulfonic acid in 1:1 stoichiometry. Two titration exper-
iments revealed association constant KHG = 5.5 × 10 4 l/mol for (R)-form and
KHG = 4.7× 10 4 l/mol for racemic form of guest. This values were compared to
the value determinated by UV-vis titration KHG = 1.07× 10 5 l/mol. They differ
by factor of two.
It was confirmed that splitting of host β-protons at alkylated pyrrole is sen-
sitive to ee and its linear dependence was proved (Figure 2.14). Another signal
whose splitting was sensitive to ee was one of the tert-butyl peaks (with lower
chemical shift). However, it splits significantly only below 0 ◦C (Figure 2.15b).
We know from UV-vis titration that exactly one carbonyl group of DiBrB-
zOxP in presence of camphorsulfonic acid is protonated. Low temperature NMR
measurements revealed two conformations which correspond to two different pro-
tonated forms of complex with populations around 0.7:0.3 (at −60 ◦C). Existence
of two conformations was confirmed by QM computations which revealed popu-
lation 0.79:0.21.
Chemical shifts of pure host, guest and host-guest complex were computed.
Obtained values correspond to the measured values.
Host-guest complexation and its relation to protonation of host reveals two
interesting effects. First, the guest prefers to bind to the binding site in the
vicinity of host’s protonated carbonyl.
Change in position of protonation of host’s carbonyl group is slow at low guest
concentrations (and fast at high guest concentrations) despite the fast exchange
of guest molecules at host’s binding site. Another interesting effect consists in
rotation of the whole hydroxyphenyl group upon protonation of its carbonyl which
can be considered as molecular rotor (Figure 2.17).
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